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Can objects have souls? Give me a few minutes to explain myself I don’t even think people have souls.
Five out of Ten is two years old. It has a set form: processes of pitching, writing, editing, and design. It has a distinct identity. It has a ‘soul’
of its own, yet one of the things I love about working on FooT is that
it takes on the soul of the authors who contribute to it. In Denis Farr’s
piece on Rogue Legacy, the pages become panes of stained glass;
in Carli Velocci’s trip to a rhythm gaming tournament we use her own
photography, so you get a sense of what it’s like to really ‘be there’.
An article becomes a deck of cards, a museum exhibit, or a graphic
novel. Words matter most, but delight is in the details of the design.
Over two thousand readers joined the Five out of Ten family through
our appearance in the VideoGame StoryBundle - they’ve got our
remastered Year One pack, and you can upgraded to the remastered edition for free if you bought the original. We’ve also partnered
with the lovely folks at VideoBrains, who produce monthly events
in London, to expand the community of people looking at games in
an intelligent way. If you’re in the area, come along to the Christmas
party: I’m giving a talk on Christmas NiGHTS and nostalgia, building
on my essay ‘Get Well’ in issue ten of Five out of Ten. Don’t forget to
bring mince pies!
This is our last issue of the year. We’ll meet again in 2015, which still
sounds like the distant future.

Alan Williamson
Editor-in-Chief of Five out of Ten, occasional contributor to
the New Statesman, Eurogamer, works with Critical Distance
and VideoBrains. That sounds like a lot of work, but he’s spent
the past month playing Bayonetta 2 and eating cookies.
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AA
Fairy
Tale
Fairy
Tale
Denis Farr

Rogue Legacy’s gay characters have stories to
tell, whether they are dwarves or dragons.

When I was playing Rogue Legacy, I was both amused
and cheerful about the fact that there were gay character options, and somewhat confused. The way it was
handled left me in a pickle and hearing some of their
stories first hand is my method of trying to sort out how it
both does and does not work for me at the same time.
Before our family goes into the castle, calling to us like a
siren, we ask that they divulge some information about
themselves. We want to know who is putting their life on
the line so that we who stay behind may honor them. It is
a tradition passed down through the ages. Through their
sacrifice, we have kept our traditions alive, and groom
those who would go in to be better warriors, mages, and
whatever else would be beneficial to the cause.
Their sacrifice emboldens and enriches all of our
lives. They shall lead by example. We
shall know their stories.

M

y name is Steve. I’m a miner by trade. It even
comes with a nifty helmet with a light on it. I am
colorblind, though, so while it’s useful, my perception
of the world is rather grey. It’s still rather useful for
spelunking. But I won’t be spelunking much anymore.
Nope.

See, there’s a fatalistic tradition in my family: we are
inextricably tied to this castle that consumes all in our
line, slowly but surely. It’s my turn, and as I approach the
gate, my stomach lurches. Sure, there’s the inevitable
death that awaits me, but there’s also the fact that I
was weighed and judged in order to figure out what
traits I would be bringing with me into the dungeon.
See, we all die eventually, and there’s a wager on how
far we’ll get, so it’s rather important to know if I might
be farting all over the place, or could be a giant. Both
of these are rather apparent, I would say. The fact
that I was gay wasn’t. So, here I was, a gay miner - or
a fan of the man, as some might say - about to traipse
around this enemy castle, ship the funds to my family,
and then hopefully build up our own castle. It’s rather
pitiful right now, though I suppose any family with a
castle doesn’t have much room to complain.
It was a bit odd, really. I wasn’t exactly sure why my
being gay mattered to my family, but there it was on
the questionnaire. I peeked at my straight sister’s (she
wasn’t chosen this time), and it had nothing about her
having two boyfriends. I was a bit perplexed, but if it’s
for the family, sure, why not? I just wonder what they
do with that information.
Hopefully they’ll remember the note about the darling
man I am leaving behind in order to go on this adventure. His name is Hank. We first kissed under hundreds
of layers of rock that loomed over our heads. Pickaxes
in hand, sooty faces staring into the other’s. It wasn’t
the most romantic, but it worked for me.

The Best of the West
The Best of the
West
When I told my mother I was taking a trip to
California, this is how the conversation went:

“Are you going there for a particular reason?”
she asked.
The Californian rhythm games scene is all about
community, rather than competition.

“Yeah, I’m going to a...” I pause for a few
seconds, trying to formulate the words to properly explain this. “I’m going to a rhythm games
tournament”
The questions start pouring in.

“They’re like dance games, like DDR – Dance
Dance Revolution.”
“What’s DDR?”
“You remember that thing I used to play in the
basement? I used to stomp to music?”
“People do that professionally?!”

Words and Photography: Carli Velocci

I

t feels fruitless explaining it to someone who
doesn’t understand the appeal of videogames.
When I tell my mother that my boyfriend plays
rhythm games, she thinks it means he’s a good
dancer. When I mention it to coworkers and roommates, they think back a few years and laugh out
of recognition and nostalgia, brought back to a
simpler, slightly dumber time.

There definitely is that sense when I walk into
Sunnyvale Golfland on the Thursday before the
Best of the West tournament began. It’s a small
arcade, with three or four rows of games, most

the kind that spout tickets that you can trade in
for junk. In one cramped corner was a DDR cabinet: a guy wearing a tournament T-shirt kneeled
behind the machine, switching the software back
and forth between the titular game and the similar, more community-driven In the Groove. The
monitor flickered on and off, wires hanging out
the back, people gathering around to help. They
start spouting words I don’t understand, trying
to get the computer hooked up to the machine
to stop crashing. They just want the game to run.

Forgotten Gems
History is written by the victors, but in entertainment, the victors
are the only history. What of the games we’ve left behind?

O

ne of my earliest gaming memories is of
playing a cool, kinda charming little adventure game called Albert’s House on my family’s
Macintosh in the early 90s. I enjoyed just clicking
around, exploring and vaguely interacting with
the rooms and objects in and around this quirky
house, although you could also hide a mouse
called Albert somewhere and ask a friend to
find him (or, if you were me, role play both hider
and seeker – my friends at the time were more
interested in Transformers). The best level took
a page out of Alice in Wonderland, sending you
through the looking glass on a short though wild
and drug-infused adventure to save Albert from a
nasty cat that had a little of that Pixar vibe of kids
entertainment with a knowing wink to the adults.
I’m pretty sure Albert could fly off in a rocket ship,
too, but that might be another game.

Albert’s House was originally developed for the
BBC Micro by Derek Allen, who died several years
ago. Few people ever played the game in any of
its forms, although you can find the occasional
nostalgic forum post asking about it, and the Mac

version appears to have vanished entirely. Albert’s
House is one among thousands of interesting,
quirky games that have been lost to the ages,
forgotten or ignored in the march of technological
progress. The mainstream games industry has
long focused on the promise of improved graphical horsepower, sound, and everything else that
might enhance realism, and it gravitates towards
the familiar, sure-fire hits and safe returns.
The Mac, ever the punching bag of PC elitists,
has plenty of forgotten gems. It was a hotbed
for innovation in the early days of point-and-click
adventure games: Bill Appleton, then a college
student, developed World Builder in 1984 – mere
months after the release of the Macintosh. It was
an easy-to-use graphic adventure creator that
people used to make thousands of interactive
stories: hauling potatoes across post-apocalyptic Idaho (Mac Spudd!), finding your way out of a
maze (Ray’s Maze), solving geometrical enigmas
(Little Pythagoras), stumbling around in the dark
(Midnight Snack), retrieving an oracle (Radical
Castle), and… er, nothing in particular (Deep Angst).

On Max Payne
Becoming a
Lush

Tracing the fall of Max Payne from tortured soul to malcontent lush.

on max payne
becoming a lush
Michelle Perez

Displacement: (vector) the
difference between the final
and initial position of a point
(for instance, the center of
mass of a moving object)

“Dreams have a nasty habit of going bad
when you’re not looking.”

I

’ve recently finished watching Twin Peaks. It’s
a surrealist soap opera set in a sleepy town full
of faux Fifties pastiche. Characters are displaced
in time, their speech patterns and body movement out of place in the modern day setting. Mark
Frost and David Lynch’s influences are heavily felt
throughout Remedy’s Max Payne and Max Payne
2: The Fall of Max Payne. The games’ writer, Sam
Lake, frequently invokes themes and visual motifs
in a relative overt way in both games. Most notably, there is surreal television show called Address
Unknown where a flamingo barks nonsense at
its protagonist. In Max Payne 2, a whole level is
built around a macabre rending of an abandoned
funhouse built around Address Unknown, packed
to the gills with terrifying goddamned flamingos
everywhere.

Max Payne melded neo-noir sensibilities with
cinematic, slow-motion gunplay influenced by
The Matrix - going so far as to license the CGI
technique of Bullet Time created by John Gaeta and the balletic Hong Kong action cinema of John
Woo. It was Remedy’s stamp in gaming; a claim to
be defining the future of games as Action Movies.
It’s a savvy move, in retrospect.
The more time you spend with the game, those
little nods to Twin Peaks and the various anti-hero
tropes prevalent in solitary gunman figures cast
a haze over the series, giving it the cult status it
now enjoys. Address Unknown episodes playing
on eerie televisions throughout drug dens and
mobster hangouts were simply frosting on the
pastry. I mean, the guy’s name is Max Payne! His
love interest is named Mona Sax! Are you shitting me?
And the dialogue!

A friend once opined that Kingdom
Hearts opening with a love song
makes no sense: since the game
focuses on The Power of Friendship
and ‘Light’ battling ‘Darkness’, a love
song that highlighted a sub-plot was
out of place. At the time, I couldn’t
care less if “Simple and Clean” made
sense as an opener - it’s an exciting
way to introduce the game. But I’ve
thought about it a lot over the years:
on the surface, KH doesn’t appear all
that concerned with its adolescent
love story. But I believed that this
constantly-prevalent subtext is the
true message of the game.

New Journeys

Austin Howe

A little context: Kingdom Hearts
Exploring adolescence, the nature of friendship
is a classic 2002 action-RPG from
and love in Kingdom Hearts.
Square-Enix (then Squaresoft) and
Disney Interactive whose most
noticeable quality was looking like
something of an official fan-fiction,
featuring cameo appearances by a
host of characters from both Disney
films and Squaresoft’s Final Fantasy
games. The game was FFVII character designer Tetsuya Nomura’s first
directorial project. In it, you control
Sora as he searches various, mostly
Disney-derived worlds for his friends
Riku and Kairi after the destruction of
their homeworld, Destiny Islands.

Emerging Adolescence
in Kingdom Hearts

New Journeys

Cinematic Framing as
Character Relationships
K

sora

I

n the opening cinematic, the human
protagonists of Kingdom Hearts - Riku,
Sora, and Kairi - are presented as individuals, but when we get to Destiny Islands
the game always shows the main trio in
groups of twos, never as a unified whole.
Their friendships are becoming strained
by growing romantic affections, affections
caused by the onset of adolescence. Sora
awakens on a beach, briefly overpowered
by a tidal wave that Riku can withstand - a
demonstration of Riku’s greater physical
strength, a recurring motif that plays into
his rivalry with Sora.
Aside from the game’s main conflict of
Light battling Darkness, Sora and Riku are
subtextually battling for Kairi’s affections.
Riku is more aware of his own affections
for Kairi and his rivalry with Sora. He

Q

Kairi

J

Riku

is better able to withstand the metaphorical tidal waves of emotion as well as
the literal one. He understands what he
is feeling and remains standing, but Sora
is washed away by a tide of new feeling.
The game establishes two important
themes in less than two minutes: Sora’s
place between the forces of darkness and
light, and the relationships between these
characters. When we finish the “Dive Into
The Heart,” the game’s tutorial level, and
get to Destiny Islands, this visual segregation continues. At the end of the first
day, the three gather and discuss the
possibilities of outer worlds together. But
their group is fractured: Sora and Kairi
sit together on the bent tree, while Riku
stands at its base.

The Mayor of
New Lungfishopolis
The Mayor of New
Lungfishopolis
How does SimCity fail to create convincing cities with a soul?

Richard Moss

J

ohnny can’t read. But, as the mayor of New
Lungfishopolis, I don’t give a shit who Johnny
actually is. I care about the idea of Johnny.

He is an abstract concept, the product of some
numbers in a simulation that say some significant
percentage – maybe 30 or more – of my city’s
population didn’t graduate high school. It tells
me that I need to increase education funding,
and perhaps build more schools and libraries
and colleges. If I don’t, my approval rating drops.
Crime rises. People move away, and the city loses
money.
In SimCity 2000, Johnny really is just an abstraction. He’s the shorthand used to represent children (won’t somebody please think of the children) by the game’s virtual newspaper editors,
who report regularly on the needs, wants, and
concerns of residents. In the new and rebooted
SimCity, however, Johnny is someone you can
see and communicate with. He is an agent in a
city of agents, an actual face in the crowd who
has wealth (however little), and needs, and wants
and even a job (or perhaps not, since he can’t
read).
Yet I don’t relate to Johnny the agent at all. If
anything, I kind of want to see him fail because
then I’ll have something to latch on to – or just
laugh at. I know that Johnny isn’t a real person.
He doesn’t feel love or pain or remorse. I don’t
think he knows what those things are. Johnny
has no soul, even if he does have some tiny
semblance of a personality and individuality.

The Soul of a
Vampire
The self-righteousness of Raziel in Soul Reaver is what
drives him to the violent acts that damn him.

The Soul of a Vampire
Austin Howe

A

s an atheist, the traditional idea of a ‘soul’ is
somewhat foreign to me. I’m not a spiritual
person and I don’t really get the idea. It’s a bit
abstract for me to conceive of in the literal way
that so many people do. However, I’ve always
been into works of fiction like, say, Kingdom
Hearts - works that offer some kind of literal
representation of what I otherwise consider a
metaphorical concept. KH does this well with
“hearts” but Legacy of Kain masters this with its
idea of the soul. The Legacy of Kain franchise
turns the metaphorical ideas of ‘soul’ or ‘heart’
into physical objects that can be owned or stolen.
It reconciles the soul with a naturalistic worldview,
and by discussing these ideas in literal terms, it’s
able to communicate how the metaphorical ideas
of a soul or heart are important.
Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver sees the world of
Nosgoth decaying and crumbling. The Wheel of
Fate - an ‘Engine of Life’ through which all souls
flow - has stopped turning, and the ‘stagnant souls’
of vampires lie dormant in their bodies. Raziel, a
vampire general, is killed by his master Kain and
resurrected into a level of undeath, which replaces
his vampiric bloodthirst with a craving for the souls

of his foes. By killing his fellow vampires, their life
energy will flow back through the Wheel of Fate,
allowing Nosgoth to be restored.
As these souls remain inert in the aging bodies of
these vampires, the vampires undergo ever more
grotesque transformations that see them evolving
further away from their human bodies to adapt
to living in this crumbling society, and as these
transformations are undertaken, what ‘soul’ they
ever had becomes further lost, as each general
Raziel encounters is bitter and cynical.
Interesting, then, that Soul Reaver 2 turns this onto
Raziel himself, and on the human-centric rhetoric that gave Soul Reaver its moral backbone. It
contradicts the image of Raziel as a martyred saint,
showing him as a flawed, damaged character who
participates in cycles of pain. Over the course of
Soul Reaver 2, the Reaver itself transforms from a
righteous weapon representing Raziel’s strength
into a parasite, a physical representation of the
injustice not just that Raziel has caused or been a
victim of, but even in some sense a representation
of these things throughout Nosgoth’s history that
become Raziel’s burden.

Armchair
Anthopologists
Armchair Anthropologists
Gone Home and The Vanishing of Ethan Carter
tell stories through their inanimate objects.

Carli Velocci

W

hen I was younger I wanted to be an anthropologist. There were truly selfish reasons
for wanting this, with movies making the job
synonymous with adventurer, but there’s something still very appealing about the profession.
Regardless of whether you’re digging up bones
or just trying to dissect cultures through conversation and observation, you are partially responsible
for telling the stories of people that can’t or won’t
tell their own. When you dig up a pot caked in
centuries of dirt, it’s your responsibility to assign
it meaning. You become the author. That’s when
it becomes more than just a piece of clay.
I’m drawn to games as a storytelling medium
because they can tell stories through misplaced
objects and anecdotal conversations, instead of
exposition, text, or other traditional means. They

provide the player with the experience of discovery, putting you into the shoes of an observer to
something dead or dying, something destroyed
or something ancient. Visual mediums can utilize
these narrative mechanics as well, but there’s a
difference between watching Sherlock Holmes
find a seemingly innocuous object and finding
it yourself, becoming the detective, the anthropologist.
Culture is how a group of people share their traditions, values, environment, and common objects
with each other. It’s the makeup of their lives,
whether it exists in a microcosm or on the world’s
main stage. Videogame worlds are purposefully
structured, miniature cultures that exist solely
for the entertainment of the player, but they are
cultures in and of themselves.

Hylian Death Rituals
Hylian Death
Rituals
Link is the Hero with a Thousand Faces, his soul
bound in a cycle of eternal heroism.

Denis Farr

P

erhaps not surprisingly, considering I lived
in a household of non-religious people who
played videogames, games would be the defining influence on how I would come to view such
core concepts as death. While it was Sierra’s The
Black Cauldron that first brought the realization
that I too would one day die (as did the assistant
pig-keeper over and over in my inept adventure
gaming hands), it was Nintendo’s The Legend of
Zelda that gave me anxiety about what would
happen to my life after it ceased.

To this day, hearing that original Zelda theme
brings a small twinge of anxiety in much the same
way as thinking of my own death does. While
games like Mario had straight-forward goals,
this game seemed to stump the younger me, to
the point that I envisaged Link’s death multiple
times, fairly early on in the game. What followed
in my mind, naturally, was the thought that Link’s
afterlife was reliving the same hellish landscape,
unable to affect it. He did not actually die, he just

kept going on, in some manner of hellish resurrection. I had not yet read the myth of Sisyphus,
the Hades-residing chap pushing a boulder up a
hill only to have it fall down (over and over again),
but it seemed this poor kid was a prime candidate
for being the modern, videogame incarnation (at
least, when put into my hands as a child).
This also meant that my main experience of the
Zelda titles, until I had graduated from college,
was watching my brother play the games, as I
sat peering over his shoulder, seeing how long
it would be until that theme music filled me with
enough dreadful anxiety to quietly make an excuse
to go play some Sierra or SSI title on the PC in the
other room. This was never something I actually
divulged to my family or friends, and it was easy
enough to accomplish. I never went over to friends’
houses to play videogames (since I played them so
much at home, this seemed rather silly at the time)
so never had to worry about having my strange
childhood fears come to surface.

We Are Water
Michelle Perez

We Are Water

The way we play in ‘morality simulators’ comes from our own
experiences, but what if the game was our own experience?

I

t seems like, recently, growing into a fully formed
person means making a lot of decisions you’d
figure you never saw yourself making. You could
try to explain it, but it seems like words, and all
the nuances and quirks that make a person fully
formed will never properly get the point across,
even if you get a nod and an utterance suggesting
“I understand.” If you take a look at creative mediums, they’re about conveying those ideas armed
with better, more engaging tools. For myself, when
I think of open ended narrative as an exploration
of that, well, it sounds great on paper.
The idea doesn’t meet up with its reality.
Games like The Walking Dead and Mass Effect are
all about choices and their consequences. They’re
“morality simulators” and the way we respond to
them comes from our own experiences. I recently
played Always Sometimes Monsters; an odd sort of
misery tourism, a game of horrible choices, homelessness and loss.

Most of the terrible events were things that reasonably could happen to a person: a part that stuck
out was the moment where you move little boxes
full of plastic slipcases into a truck. They’re the
unused covers from your unpublished novel, and
you’re so hard up that your publishing partner got
you a job recouping some of the losses by recycling the plastic.
Life is entirely stupid enough for that to occur on
a regular basis. I’ve lost count of how many of
my dreams I’ve killed with my bare hands. But
what if the morality simulator wasn’t controlling a
fictional character? What if it was your own past
being played back to you, and you could make
different choices?
What follows is a narrative of an experience I’ve
had, equal parts actual experience and outright
fucking lies.
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Video
VideoBrains

Talk about games, with brains.
Meltdown, 342 Caledonian Rd, London N1 1BB

15th December 2014: ChristmasBrains
Paul Dean (Shut Up and Sit Down), Mary Hamilton (The Guardian), Grant Howitt
(Goblin Quest), Mat Jones (Oh No! Video Games!), Christos Reid (VideoBrains),
Alex Roberts (GameCity), Jake Tucker (VideoBrains), Alan Williamson (Five out of Ten)
Get tickets: http://bit.ly/xmasbrains

26th January 2015: Lucky Dip!
23rd February 2015: All’s Fair in Love and Video Games
30th March 2015: Non Player Characters
Get tickets, watch talks online and pitch your talk at http://videobrains.co.uk
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